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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In August and September of 1992, citizens of Jefferson Township and Wright State 
University's Center for Urban and Public Affairs surveyed Township businesses. They 
questioned businesses about factors that might impact their establishments and plans to 
retain or expand their operations in the Township.
The main objective of the Jefferson Township R & E Survey was to characterize business 
conditions and change in the Township. Survey objectives include identifying strengths, 
weaknesses and needs of businesses in the community. Equally important, the survey 
attempts to measure what impact future changes may have on business conditions. The 
information gathered from the survey can be used by local leaders and elected officials 
to improve economic conditions for Jefferson Township businesses.
SURVEY FINDINGS
Finding #1: Jefferson Township businesses are small and their
service area is local.
O The majority of businesses in the community are small establishments.
/  Sixty-two percent of the businesses employ less than five people.
O There are few production and manufacturing establishments in the
Township, however, these establishments account for a large share of 
employment.
O Businesses in the Township have long-standing customer relationships.
/  Eighty-seven percent of businesses have been in operation for over
eleven years.
O The market for most of the community's businesses is limited to the
immediate area.
/  Forty-two percent of the customers come from within the
Township, and 97% come from the Miami Valley.
O Auto related business is the Township's largest business sector and can
become a regional business strength. Approximately 33% of all business 
in Jefferson Township are auto related.
Finding #2:
O  The vast majority of Township business owners indicate that they are
privately and locally owned—this allows them to make operational and 
investment decisions about their business very quickly.
O Employment has declined during the last three years, and the majority of
local businesses do not anticipate employment growth over the next three 
years.
O Businesses do not report any difficulties in hiring employees and rate
almost all of their employees as "good" or "excellent."
O Eighty-nine percent of the employees who work for Township businesses
live outside the Township.
Finding #3: Businesses are satisfied with their Township
location and have a stake in its future prosperity.
O Fifty-seven percent of Jefferson Township businesses participated in the
retention and expansion survey. Many businesses surveyed indicated a 
strong interest in the community.
O Businesses generally rate the quality of Township services as "good" or
"excellent." There is concern, however, about the future quality of police 
and fire services, road repair, and the availability of street lighting.
O Overall, businesses are divided on whether their location in the Township
gives them a locational competitive advantage within the community. 
Businesses near Third Street and Infirmary Road tend to view their 
location as advantageous, whereas businesses in more remote areas do not.
O Township business establishments are clustered along major transportation
routes. "Clustering" attracts more customers than a single business does, 
and also allows the Township to deliver services to businesses more 
effectively and efficiently.
O The extension of U.S. 35 will increase the volume of traffic through
Jefferson Township. Businesses recognize that U.S. 35 will make the 
Township more accessible to other parts of Montgomery County and the 
surrounding region, and it is an opportunity to broaden markets and 
increase sales.
O Most businesses would join and support some form of business
organizations (Chamber of Commerce, Community Development 
Corporation, or Business Association) in the Township.
O Automobile salvage businesses are a regional market strength. This may
give Jefferson Township a competitive advantage in future auto recycling 
if this industry expands.
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APPROACH TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
Wright state University's Center for Urban and Public Affairs received government 
funding in December 1991 to create an Economic Development Plan for Jefferson 
Township, Ohio. The Township's unique characteristics called for a systematic approach 
to the creation of this Economic Development Action Plan (EDAP 2000).
E C O N O M IC  D EV E LO P M EN T PLANNING
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
Consequences of Developm ent
Figure 1
There are five stages in a systematic approach according to John M. Levy1. The 
first stage, called the Needs Assessment Stage, effectively determines requirements for the 
community's economic development. In late 1991 and early 1992, various discussion 
groups met in Jefferson Township to identify the needs of the community. Citizen focus
groups were lead through a series of issues pertaining to the community Business 
discussion groups discussed the economic environment of the community. Community 
education and goals forums opened the public doors for the entire community to debate 
and discuss the goals and needs for the Economic Development Action Plan (EDAP 
2000). From these sessions, Jefferson Township has important needs in the areas of 1. 
labor market improvement and 2. expansion of the property tax base. Because Ohio law 
states that no Township can collect personal income taxes from the residents of the 
community, expansion of the current property tax base is needed to increase government 
funds for infrastructure development. The labor market in the community also needs 
improvements. Most Jefferson Township businesses claim their employees are not 
citizens of the community. Many Jefferson Township citizens leave the com m unity to 
work. The Township does not wish to be a "bedroom community". Jefferson Township 
citizens visualize a "progressive community" with a strong economic environment.
There are benefits from clearly identifying goals for a community. Clearly 
identified goals enable Jefferson Township to effectively use its resources. Planned use 
of resources are efficient and effective. Clearly defined goals now makes choice easier 
in the future. A future economic development proposal can be evaluated according to 
previously defined goals of the community. For example, an economic development 
proposal, which may decrease the property tax base, can be rejected because of the 
previously defined long term goals of the community. With clearly defined goals, 
development choices will be easy. Without defined goals, Township officials may be 
accused of favoritism and bias, therefore finding themselves defending their development
choices to residents.
After clearly defining goals of the economic program, a community proceeds to 
stage two, Evaluate the Current Market. The community makes an assessment of what 
types of economic activity it can expect to attract and retain. This means taking an 
objective look at the community's strengths and weaknesses. By conducting a market 
evaluation, Jefferson Township officials and citizens will gain knowledge to promote the 
community strengths, and to work on improving community weaknesses. Some market 
evaluation items might be the labor force, wage rates, home and land availability, cost, 
and accessibility. Other market factors relate to the "quality of life." These might 
include the education system, recreational facilities, and crime.
Jefferson Township's strengths include an abundance of inexpensive land, no 
resident income tax, and the expansion of U.S. Route 35 which will improve accessibility 
to the area. One great challenge for Jefferson Township will be to reverse the negative 
"dumping ground" image of the community.
The third phase for a systematic approach to economic development is an 
Assessment o f the Consequences o f Development Policy. This analysis, often referred to 
as a "fiscal impact" or "revenue/cost" study, evaluates the costs and benefits of a specific 
development project. If benefits are greater than costs, a project is both beneficial and 
desirable. If costs are greater than benefits, the project is rejected.
A cost/benefit evaluation is not always exact. There may be unaccountable 
benefits and/or costs that are not easily quantified or recognized. An example of this may 
be a joint venture between two adjoining communities. Suppose both communities agree
to landscape and streetscape a small portion of road that divide the two communities. 
This development can be very costly and may not attract any new business to the area. 
The project is evaluated with a cost/benefit analysis and it is determined that the project 
is too costly. The money could be used elsewhere within each community where the 
overall effect is more positive. One factor that was overlooked in this example is the 
political benefit of the development. The community teamwork demonstrated in the 
project may be viewed favorably by government funding sources and could result with 
increased dollars for future developments. The Economic Development/Government 
Equity Fund, a Montgomery Country development program fund, gives additional points 
for cooperative projects between communities. These additional points are considered in 
the award process for funding. The Community Development Block Grant, a federal 
grant, also gives special consideration for communities working jointly on economic 
development.
Once community needs are determined, community abilities are identified, and 
projects are evaluated, an Economic Development Plan can be formulated. Some 
characteristics of this plan may include the organization of interested citizens to market 
the community. There may be plans for capital expenditures for infrastructure 
development. There may be plans for the research and sourcing of government funding. 
Land use plans can also be included. The plan is created customized to the communities 
specific environment.
The final stage in the systematic approach to economic development is Plan 
Review and Updating. Inevitably, all aspects of the plan will not work. Continuous
evaluation of the plan to see if it still meets the needs of the community is required. A 
community wishing to expand their property tax base may accomplish this more quickly 
than planned. Emphasis may have to be shifted to public goods such as police and fire 
protection to accommodate the increasing traffic in the area. The Economic Development 
Plan should remain flexible, it must bend to meet the changing needs of the community.
WHERE DOES THE JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP 
RETENTION & EXPANSION SURVEY FIT 
IN THE SYSTEMATIC APPROACH?
The Jefferson Township Retention and Expansion Survey (JT R&E) is an 
important link to the systematic approach of development planning  The survey was 
designed after consulting the Ohio State University’s R & E  Survey, and the Akron 
Regional board Industrial Patterns Survey. This R & E  survey is important for the 
successful execution of a needs assessment and market evaluation of the com m unity  
Question topic were derived from various sources. Initially, prior surveys were consulted 
for applicable topics. Focus groups and organizations of interested citizens (Steering 
Committee, The Business and Community Development Task Forces) provided more 
issues to address in the surveys as to make it applicable and pertain to the issues of 
Jefferson Township. The result is a customized survey focusing on four major 
information sections.
Figure 2
The first major information sections deals with the basic demographic information
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Plan Review and Update
of Jefferson Township. These objective questions set the interviewer and interviewee at 
ease with each other. The demographic information obtained from this section include, 
but is not limited to, business organization, length of operation, building ownership and 
business type. The information obtained in this section can be used for market 
evaluation.
The next information section looks at employment. Employment is often used to 
measure the economic strength of a community. This sections asked businesses to 
evaluate their past and current employment level, and to visualize what employment levels 
will be in the future. This section is helpful for a market evaluation and needs 
assessment. Jefferson Township citizens expressed concerns regarding employment 
opportunities in Jefferson Township. The information obtained in the employment section 
confirms citizens statements of a deteriorating employment base in the community. A 
goal for labor market improvement was identified for Jefferson Township.
The third R&E section pertains to public services information. This section is also 
helpful for needs assessment and market evaluation. Businesses were asked to assess the 
quality of public services, and indicate what services needed improvements within the 
Township. Perceived strengths and weaknesses were identified by business leaders and 
areas of improvement goals were recognized.
The final section, impact of proposed developments in the community, was 
important in the assessment of the consequences of development policy. Several 
development are in works, proposed, or pending in Jefferson Township. Assessment of 
consequences, as perceived by business, were explored for the expansion of U.S. Route
35, a community "gateway", a landfill site location, a business enterprise zone, and a 
formal business organization. The questions ask business owners to assess the 
consequences of each potential development in Jefferson Township. Local officials can 
use this information for decision making concerning economic development proposals. 
Negative perceptions on what may actually be a good economic development project can 
be identified for further education of business owners/managers.
All of the information in the JT R&E Survey is important for the systematic 
approach of economic development planning. The sections of the survey primarily focus 
on the confirmation of the needs assessment stage and market evaluation stage. Some 
specific information relating to the consequences of specific developments were also 
identified. Only after complete evaluation of these three stages can an economic plan be 
developed. These stages provide the ground work for the plan. A sturdy foundation with 
good data is required for developing and formulating a good economic development plan.
FUNDING FOR JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP
Original funding for the Jefferson Township Economic Development Plan (EDAP 
2000) came from a "preliminary economic development and balanced growth program." 
This program, often referred to as the "Son or Daughter of EDGE", was implemented to 
distribute $5 million of Montgomery County funds while The Economic 
Development/Government Equity (EDGE) was under review in the court system.
There were three basic funds for the Son/Daughter of EDGE: a research fund, a 
special projects fund, and a basic economic fund. Wright State University submitted a 
proposal to create EDAP 2000 for Jefferson Township and received finding under the 
research fund. EDAP 2000 is fully funded by EDGE.
The Jefferson Township Retention and Expansion Program was part of the EDAP 
2000 development process. The JT R&E programs including the survey, focus groups, 
and forums were fully funded by EDGE.
WHY RETENTION AND EXPANSION 
PROGRAMS ARE IMPORTANT
An effective method for economic development within a community is becoming 
more and more important for the survival of small communities. Without independent 
economic resources for a community, annexation of small communities to larger 
surrounding areas becomes a threat to community autonomy. Since annexation can 
result from lack of public services2, a strong economic environment makes annexation less 
of a threat to small communities. Small communities, which are able to supply the public 
goods and services to satisfy the needs of businesses and citizens, are able to keep their 
independence and autonomy. One of the most important steps towards a strong economic 
environment is increased capital investment and job creation. Increased capital investment 
and job creation will provide the funds for the public goods and services required by the 
constituents of the community.
There are three primary sources for business location within a community. First, 
persuade an existing business, from another area, to move into your community. Second, 
open up new businesses. Third, expand the businesses that already exist within the 
community. All three approaches will result with increased investment and job creation 
to provide additional funding for public goods and services. Now we need to ask, what 
method of development is more feasible and attainable for Jefferson Township?
Jefferson Township is a small community with only 42 business establishments. 
These establishments are small and stable, 87% of the businesses have been there for at
least 10 years. Unfortunately, with surrounding areas’ readily available public services 
and assistance for new business, Jefferson Township does not have as high a level of 
public services to attract new facilities into the area. For this reason, out first alternative, 
persuade existing business to the community, is not a feasible alternative. The 
competition for new business location is fierce. Jefferson Township dollars spent to 
attract new businesses can be easily matched by surrounding communities. One must note 
that relocation of an existing business into the community may not be the best approach. 
Undoubtedly, when one community obtains new business from another, the former 
community suffers. The aggregate net effect is no economic growth.
The second alternative, new business start-up, is also difficult. Jefferson Township 
has bountiful land available, but is not highly populated. Retail establishments need a 
populated market to sell their goods. A small community can only support so many 
convenience, department, and grocery stores. New businesses will also consider the 
current level of public services and assistance. Communities surrounding Jefferson 
Township are able to offer new businesses a more attractive location package.
The third alternative, expand existing businesses, appears most feasible and 
attainable for Jefferson Township. Pulver states, in his 1985 article, that 65% to 80% of 
new jobs are created by existing business rather than new plant and facility location3. 
Lenzi finds similar results stating existing businesses create more new jobs and 
investment4. Birch, in his 1979 articles, also states that small firms, 20 or less employees, 
generated 66% of all new jobs in the U.S. and 50% of all new jobs is the result of plant 
expansion.5 White and Osterman’s 1991 article states that small establishments 1-19
employees, are the greatest contributors to gross job creation.6 Expansion programs are 
important for communities because they are creating many new jobs in the U.S.
Retention of business is connected to expansion of business in Retention and 
Expansion Programs. Why are retention programs valued? If communities do not retain 
existing business, they will have none to expand. Retaining business is just as important 
as expanding when economically developing a community. Keeping existing customers, 
i.e. existing business, satisfied gives community leaders a market for expansion.
Even though the actual percent or number of new jobs created by existing and/or 
small business is arguable, there is no doubt that small business plays and important role 
in a community's economic health. The small businesses of Jefferson Township have 
"room to grow". They are not mature cash cows, there is definite ability for growth. A 
successful retention and expansion program will identify the needs of the business 
community. These needs can be improved upon to keep existing business in the 
community.
THE JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP SURVEY 
EVALUATION
The quality of the Jefferson Township Retention and Expansion Survey (JT R&E) 
evaluation can be measured by two separate attributes. The first attribute is question 
content, i.e. does the question give the user valuable information. The second attribute 
is question design, i.e. was the question designed such that interviewers got good 
information with relative ease. Good information is defined as accurate, quantifiable data 
allowing for personal preferences and comments.
First, lets focus on question content. I believe the Jefferson Township Retention 
& Expansion Survey (JT R&E) has good question content. The information, obtained 
through the JT R&E, is required for the community to expand and retain the current 
business community. Community needs assessment, market evaluation, and consequences 
of development were all addressed in this survey. The survey finds many business 
owners/managers are concerned about local government's ability to provide adequate 
public services. Business leaders expressed concerns about water,sewer, roads, street 
lighting, and waste disposal for their place of operations. Although most surveyed 
indicate the community police and fire department services are good or excellent, half 
indicate these services will need and require attention in the next 5 years. This survey 
finds the number of businesses, with less than five employees, continues to increase in 
the Township. There are no problems hiring employees from Jefferson Township. The 
majority of business owners indicate these employees are excellent or good in the areas 
of skills level, ability to learn, cooperation, and quality of work. The consensus of a
Jefferson Township location being a competitive advantage is split. Some advantages 
suggested were busy throughfare, centrally located, on the bus line, lower prices, and free 
parking. Perceived community strengths include inexpensive property prices, abundance 
of land, and accessibility. Home availability was cited as a community weakness with 
little or no home development in the area.
Consequences of developments such as the Route 35 expansion, landfill 
development, enterprize zones, and gateways were also explored in this survey. The 
Route 35 expansion is primarily viewed as having positive impact within the community. 
Landfills are believed to draw negative impacts on the business community. Road 
improvements, streetscapping, and increased street lighting are perceived as beneficial for 
the community by business owners/managers. Very few business leaders were familiar 
with enterprize zones. An overwhelming 82.6% of those surveyed indicated Jefferson 
Township needs to develop a gateway into the community. Many would support such a 
development even if it resulted with rerouted traffic patterns, stronger zoning ordinances, 
and street and lighting assessments. This survey touched on many areas very important 
to Jefferson Township. Needs were identified, marketability for the community were 
identified, and consequences of development were explored.
Next, lets focus on question structure. Generally, question structure was good, but 
there were areas for improvement. Some questions were difficult for business owners to 
answer. For example, question number eight asks business leaders to estimate their total 
sales percentage for customers who reside in Jefferson Township. Business owners were 
unable to answer this question because they had not identified their customer location
base. If they knew their current customers, businesses could increase sales by advertising 
outside their current base or retain existing customers with reinforced advertising in their 
current market.
Some questions were too complex. Answering them proved challenging and 
evaluation was trying. Question twelve asks business owners to identify reasons why 
some types of employees are difficult to hire. We asked business owners to identify 
problems associated with hiring each type of employee. Jefferson Township businesses 
are small. Many or most employees are not classified as a certain type of employee, i.e. 
sales, production, clerical, etc. Further discussion with Jefferson Township business's 
showed many employees wear various hats throughout the day. Employees acted as 
salespeople one moment, and as clerks or producers the next. Employee division based 
on skills was not prevalent within the Township.
Some subjective questions could have been edited to a more objective question 
style. Question ten and question nineteen are two examples where I think the question 
should have been objective in structure. In question ten, we ask business owners to list 
their three main reasons for increasing or decreasing their number of employees over the 
last three years. Question nineteen asks business owners to identify reasons why they 
believe their Jefferson Township location gives their operation a competitive advantage. 
Various answers were listed in sentence or fragment form. In my opinion, we should 
have brain stormed to come up with many different answers and let the employers check 
all that applied. A more objective question structure would enable an evaluation to 
identify prevalent reasons for increasing or decreasing employee level. We could also
improve identification of characteristics perceived to be economically advantageous for 
a Jefferson Township location. This information could then be used by Jefferson 
Township officials to attract additional businesses to the area.
On the other hand, I believe some questions were well structured. Questions at 
the end of the survey tried to evaluate the consequences of certain developments. These 
well designed questions were easy to answer and evaluate. They effectively measured 
desire and commitment of certain developments from business leaders. A gateway 
development was supported by most businesses when such developments only result with 
rerouted traffic patterns, stronger zoning ordinances, and street and lighting assessments. 
When such a development might result with building and landscaping costs or higher 
property taxes, support for gateways deteriorated. A business organization would be 
supported in the Township even if some costs to employers were incurred. Perceived 
impacts of the Route 35 extension and a landfill location were also measured with this 
survey. The Route 35 expansion is perceived to have a positive impact in all areas of 
business operations. A possible landfill location within the community is perceived to 
have no impact on business operations.
When evaluating this survey under these two separate attributes, The Jefferson 
Township Retention and Expansion Survey is good to excellent. Although some question 
structure could be improved, question design is good in most cases and excellent in some. 
The questions also provide valuable information about the business community. Overall, 
the knowledge obtained through this survey constitutes valuable, accurate, and 
quantitative data through which important decisions can be based.
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND PROCESS of a RETENTION and EXPANSION SURVEY
The Jefferson Township Retention and Expansion Survey provides the opportunity 
to learn firsthand about local business operations, views, and needs. Retention and 
expansion of the Township's existing businesses is an essential ingredient for economic 
stability in the coming decade. Business owners and managers can give important insight 
into a community's economic base and opportunities for future development. The 
Jefferson Township Retention and Expansion Survey was the mechanism used to identify 
local business problems, concerns, and opinions.
The R & E process began with obtaining a current list of businesses in Jefferson 
Township. The fire department provided the most recent list. Key contacts were 
identified, and pairs of volunteers were assigned businesses. Volunteers were trained in 
interviewing techniques, and survey questioning. After the survey was administered, 
answers were coded and analyzed. The final report was then distributed to all interested 
parties including Township Trustees, Steering Committee and Task Forces, and 
participating businesses.
SURVEY STRUCTURE
Survey questions were specifically designed and customized to meet the needs of 
the Jefferson Township business community. The survey was developed by Wright State
University's Center for Urban and Public Affairs and improved by EDAP 2000 Steering 
Committee, Task Force Members, and survey volunteers. The survey contains four 
major information sections:
• basic demographic information
• employment information
• public service information
• impact of proposed developments in the community.
Basic Demographic Information
The questions used to obtain the basic demographic information were objective 
in structure and simple in content. These questions were designed to put the interviewer 
and interviewee at ease with each other. The questions are non-probing and non- 
offending so as not to set the business manager or owner on the defensive. Information 
obtained with these questions includes, but is not limited to, business organization, length 
of operations, building ownership, and business type.
Employment Information
Current and past employment was another area of interest. Employment 
characteristics and performance is important for retention and expansion of business in 
the Township. The survey asks business owners and managers about their current 
employment levels and to visualize what employment levels will be in the future.
Public Services Information
Public services are important to business retention and expansion and can be used 
to promote economic growth in the community. This survey asks businesses about their 
assessments of the quality of public services. Business owners and managers also were 
asked to indicate what services needed improvements. With improved services, the 
community can become more attractive for future economic development projects.
Impact of Proposed Developments in the Community
Several developments are in works, proposed, or pending in Jefferson Township. 
This survey attempted to find out what impact each of the developments might have for 
Township businesses. Specifically, State Route 35, a community "Gateway", Landfill, 
Business Enterprise Zone, and Business Organization were addressed in the survey.
A copy of the survey with the actual aggregated responses appear in appendix II of this 
report. Please refer to it as needed for clarification of data.
SURVEY DESIGN
The survey was designed after consulting the Ohio State University's R & E  
Survey, the South Metro Business R & E  Survey, and the Akron Regional Development 
Board Industrial Patterns Survey. Ohio State University's survey was the primary staring 
point. Question topics applicable to Jefferson Township were implemented into the
survey. Other question topics were derived from focus group participants. Question 
design and structure was modeled after the South Metro Business R & E  Survey and the 
Akron Regional Development Board Industrial Patterns Survey.
SURVEY LOGISTICS/EXECUTION
The EDAP 2000 Steering Committee recruited twenty-one volunteers to do face- 
to-face interviews with the businesses in the community. The volunteers attended a 
training session in early August to go over the survey and interviewing techniques. 
Volunteers then contacted all known businesses in Jefferson Township and asked them 
to participate in a survey that would take approximately fifteen minutes.
Interviews were conducted between August 18 and September 10. A pair of 
volunteers visited the participating business. One person asked the questions while the 
other recorded the answers.
At the end of each interview, the business owner or manager was given additional 
information about The Retention and Expansion Survey and a phone number at Wright 
State University's Center for Urban and Public Affairs (CUPA). If the business owner 
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A Retention & Expansion survey is one tool used to formulate a strategic 
economic development plan. The business community must be accessed before a strategic 
development plan can be created. Township leaders and officials can capitalize on the 
strengths identified through the survey. Weak areas can also be identified for future 
improvements.
Three immediate outcomes of a R&E program are:
1. Collection of data/information about the community
2. Demonstration of the community's pro-business attitude
3. Development of local leadership for economic development7.
The Jefferson Township R&E effort successfully obtained a vast amount of data 
and information about the community. Presenting essential business data in an easily 
understood format will help the community make important decisions about its economic 
future.
Over half of all Township businesses participated in the survey. Twenty-one 
community residents volunteered their time to conduct the interviews. Many business 
establishments commented they believed this survey was just the beginning for Jefferson 
Township. They were encouraged with the residents' participation and appreciated the 
pro-business attitude Jefferson Township officials demonstrated with the implementation 
of this program.
Jefferson Township residents who served on the EDAP 2000 steering committee,
served on any of the task forces, and/or volunteered their time on one of the many special 
Township projects are the future local leaders for economic development. Their 
experience, input, and time can be utilized for future development programs. Their 
individual participation already demonstrates a commitment to the community of Jefferson 
Township.
I propose three main strategies Jefferson Township can include in EDAP 2000.
1. PUBLIC SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS:
o Infrastructure improvements can enhance business retention and attraction8.
Sewer and water services should be developed and expanded in Jefferson 
Township and adjoining communities. These services can be important for 
attracting new business to the area.
o Current main throughways should be maintained for large truck usage.
Existing and potential manufactures/distributors will require such roadways 
for receiving and shipping.
2. TARGET IMPROVEMENTS:
o Street lighting should be provided in front of all businesses located on the
main roadways and busiest intersections. Lighting should be installed or 
easily made available on the frontage of potential development areas. This 
can be viewed positively by potential land developers.
0 Joint ventures should be made with adjoining Townships/Cities to create 
Community Gateways. Streetscapping, landscaping, and building 
improvements on main throughways provides one avenue for improvement 
of the overall physical appearance of both communities. It also 
demonstrates to funding sources the commitment and cooperation of both 
communities towards achieving a prosperous economic environment. 
Funding for the above type developments typically come from governmental development 
programs. Governments subsidize the improvements because the projects are usually too 
costly for an individual organization and the projects are presumed to promote public
good. Such assistance results with increased governmental control over the actual
development planning and execution. Jefferson Township and adjoining Township 
citizens can organize a group to become more pro-actively involved with infrastructure 
development to balance the control in their communities 9.
3. MEMBER AND MARKETING SERVICES:
G A Community Development Cooperation (GDC) or other business
organization should be developed and organized to meet the specific needs 
for the Jefferson Township economic community. The CDC can provide 
the following services for Jefferson Township.
1. Create a membership directory for all participating 
businesses and individuals. This is an easy way for the 
organization to provide free advertising for member
businesses and promote the group as a whole. This 
membership directory should briefly list available 
services/products to promote intra-neighborhood business 
agreements. The membership directory can also include an 
index by profession/experience of individuals interesting in 
helping local businesses with technical and management 
issues.
2. Newsletters can be created and utilized to keep the
community informed. The CDC can approach businesses 
for newsletter articles.
3. A brochure should be developed to positively market the
community by highlighting community strengths. Township 
officials and development organizations can distribute the 
pamphlet to attract new business. Such a brochure would
demonstrate that Jefferson Township citizens actively
support the business community.
4. The CDC can research and distribute information
concerning state and federal programs available for business 
and infrastructure development. They can be the 
information resource center for local funding.
5. The CDC can also develop an early-warning system to 
detect business closing. A contingency plan consisting of
potential counter measures should be available when the 
CDC detects a possible business closing.
Business conditions do change, so Township officials need to keep abreast of those 
changes. This survey is not intended to be the definitive word on Jefferson Township's 
business community. The participation and interest present during this project 
demonstrates the spirit of cooperation, partnership, and support within the community. 
Capitalizing on that spirit is the challenge for Township officials, residents, and business 
leaders.
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Retention and Expansion 
Survey and Results
JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP 
R & E  VISITATION SURVEY 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
1) How long have you been working for this company?
YEARS NUMBER PERCENT
1 - 10 4 16.7%
11 - 20 13 54.1%
21 - 30 2 8.3%
31 - 40 1 4.2%
OYER 41 1 4.2%
NO RES 3 12.5%
2) How long has this company been operating?
YEARS NUMBER PERCENT
1 - 10 3 12.5%
11 - 20 9 37.5%
21 - 30 3 12.5%
31 - 40 7 29.2%
OVER 41 2 8.3%
NO RES





O Privately held corporation 




0 0 .0 %
10 41.7%
0 0 .0 %
1 4.2%







What is/are the primary product(s) or service(s) your company offers to its 
customers? (please be as specific as possible)
Sleeping rooms only.




Steam or deep fry food and drink, ice cream.
Beer, wine convenience drive through.
Donuts, coffee, milk.
Wholesale auto parts and recycled parts.
Food and alcoholic beverages.
Restaurant and bar.
Salvage of used cars. Buys and sells wrecked cars.
Groceries, no meat or produce.
Used car parts.
Body shop and auto parts.
Truck and auto repair.
All cars body repair, cleanup, and detail.
Kitchen and bath remodeling/new construction. Install sewer water wells. Some 
retail sales but no show room.
Used auto parts.
Grocery items.
Grooming, boarding, and pet supplies.
Sell late model used cars.
Rework auto component parts.
New and used clothing, jewelry, household items, etc.
6) Does this establishment provide goods or services to a special population 
market, such as elderly or young adults?
O No 19 79.2%
O Yes 5 20.8%
Advilts only.
Middle aged.
Middle aged and elderly, no one under 18.
Question is really irrelavant. Comments were not consistent with the responce
7) Where are your customers located?
PERCENT
O Within Jefferson Township 42.0%
O Within the Miami Valley 55.1%
O Within Ohio 2.5%
O Within the U.S. .4%
O Outside the U.S. 0.0%
5 SURVEYS HAD NO RESPONSE TO THIS QUESTION
Large majority, nearly 97.1% have customers located in the miami valley and 
99.6% of their customers are in Ohio. Some business comes from Indiana.
8) Considering your Jefferson Township customers only, what percentage (%) 











PERCENTAGE OF BUSINESSES WITH LESS THAN 5 EMPLOYEES
Current Last year Three years Ago
(1992) (1991) (1989)
Full-time employees 61.9% 52.4% 55.9%
(average for year)
Part-time employees 28.6% 28.6% 25.0%
(average for year)
The number of businesses with less than five employees in increasing in the tow nship. Since there has not been an increase 
in the number of small business startup’s in the township, and in fact there has been a decreasing number of business 
within the township, this trend indicates that existing business is downsizing their operations.
io) What are the three (3) main reasons for the increase or decrease in the 
number of your employees over the last three years?
Expansion required less men. (decrease)
Computerization, (decrease)
Business has been poor, (decrease)
Increased business (increase)
Lack of sales, (decrease)
The 1991 and 1992 economy, (decrease)
Competition caused low profits, (decrease)
Relocation of production operations, (decrease)
11) Please classify your employees using the categories helow:
1992 (%) 1991 (%) 1989 (%)
Category FULL PART FULL PART FULL PART
Production 32.0 21.6 35.5 29.3 38.8 45.8
Sales 24.0 29.7 23.3 24.3 20.2 12.5
Clerical 12.8 27.1 12.0 29.3 10.9 12.5
Management 13.6 0.0 12.8 0.0 13.2 0.0
Professional 3.2 21.6 3.0 17.1 3.1 29 2
Other 14.4 0.0 13.5 0.0 13.8 0.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1992 AND 1991 HAD 2 NO RESPONSES 
1989 HAD 1 NO RESPONSE
Do you have problems hiring employees?
O No 15 65.2%
O Yes 8 34.8%
1 NO RESPONSE TO THIS QUESTION
16 NO RESPONSES Type of Employee: (% OF
mzfczu-ZES)
Reason: BY TYPE Prod Sales Cleri Mgt Profes Other
Labor Unavailable 12.5 50.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 0.0
Labor lacks skills/training 25.0 25.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 25.0
Labor lacks experience 37.5 25.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 25.0
High wage levels 12.5 12.5
Other (specify) 12.5 37.5
Do yon have problems hiring employees from Jefferson Township?
O No 11 78.6%
O Yes 3 21.4%
10 NO RESPONSES TO THIS QUESTION 
WHY?
This problem is universal for all areas.




Very few Jefferson Township residents apply.
Doesn’t ask where they are from.
Wouldn’t matter where they are from.
Doesn’t care where they come from.
Please indicate where your employees live:
O In Jefferson Township 14 10.6%
O In Dayton, Moraine, West Carrollton 38 28.8%
O Other 80 60.6%
4 NO RESPONSES TO THIS QUESTION
5 - Excellent 4 - Good 3 - Average 2 - Below Average 1 - Poor 






EX GOOD AVG B AVG POOR
It tt tt tt tt
Skills level 5 5 4 0 0 14
Ability to learn 5 7 1 1 0 14
Punctuality 3 9 1 1 0 14
Absenteeism 3 6 2 3 0 14
Cooperation 3 9 2 0 0 14
Quality of work 3 7 0 4 0 14
16) In the next THREE years, do you expect your employment levels to 
increase or decrease for each of the employee categories?
Check whether an increase or decrease is expected for each category.
FULL TIME PART TIME
Category In De Same In De Same
Production 2 0 10 0 0 10
Sales 2 0 10 2 0 10
Clerical 0 0 10 0 0 10
Management 0 0 10 0 0 10
Professional 0 0 10 0 0 10
Other 3 0 10 0 0 10
17) Please check the cost factors likely to have an impact on your business 
and then indicate the type of impact.
(+) positive impact (-) negative impact
POS + NEG- NONE NR
o Wage costs 16.7 25.0 4.2 54.2
o Property Taxes 12.5 37.5 4.2 45.8
o Supplier costs 12.5 58.3 8.3 20.8
o Leasing costs 8.3 16.7 12.5 62.5
o Transportation costs 8.3 25.0 16.7 50.0
o Maintenance costs 12.5 45.8 12.5 29.2
o Property Insurance costs 12.5 62.5 0.0 25.0
18) Do you believe a Jefferson Township location gives your business a 
competitive advantage?
O No 13 56.5%
O Yes 10 43.5%
1 NO RESPONSE TO THIS QUESTION





Only fast food restaurant.
Low or no competition.
Property is reasonable.
Centrally located.
Easy access to business.
On bus line.
Low prices for customers.
Only thrift shop in Jefferson Township. 
Have a service people in the area need. 
Within walking distance for customers.
Busy thoroughfare.
Only one other hotel/motel in the area. 
Good traffic flow on 35.
Centrally located.
Location.
A different living setting.
Have nice customers.
Close to people we serve.
Customers don’t have to pay to park. 
Goodwill.
20) Please check the public services available to you in Jefferson Township and 
then rate the quality of those services.
3 - excellent 2 - good 1 - fair 0 - poor
ATTENTION?
3 2 1 0 NR Y N
o Fire 20.8 58.3 12.5 4.2 4.2 50.0 50.0
o Police 37.5 41.7 12.5 8.3 0.0 50.0 50.0
o Dayton
Water
8.3 50.0 12.5 0.0 29.2 0.0 100.0
o JT Water 
Authority
16.7 20.8 4.2 0.0 58.3 0.0 100.0
o Sewer 12.5 50.0 8.3 4.2 25.0 16.7 83.3
o Gas 20.8 45.8 8.3 8.3 16.7 0.0 100.0
o Electric 33.3 54.2 8.3 4.2 0.0 4.2 95.8
o Roads 25.0 58.3 12.5 4.2 0.0 25.0 75.0
o Waste
Disposal
29.2 29.2 8.3 4.2 29.2 4.2 95.8
o Public
Trans
8.3 33.3 25.0 8.3 25.0 8.3 91.7
o Street
Lighting
4.2 37.5 16.7 12.5 29.2 20.8 79.2
21) Please circle the above public services (in question 20) that you feel need or 
require attention within the next 5 years.
22) How will the extension of Route 35 impact your business in the following 
areas?
(+) positive impact (0) no impact (-) negative impact
POS NEG NONE NR
Sales 66.7 8.3 20.8 4.2
Property Value 66.7 8.3 16.7 8.3
Customer Base 66.7 8.3 20.8 4.2
Accessibility 75.0 8.3 12.5 4.2
Operating Costs 29.2 16.7 50.0 4.2
Taxes 33.3 45.8 16.7 4.2
Public Services 45.8 8.3 37.5 8.3
Employees 41.7 8.3 45.8 4.2
23) How would a landfill in Jefferson Township impact your business in the 
following areas?
(+) positive impact (0) no impact (-) negative impact
POS NEG NONE NR
Sales 16.7 29.2 50.0 4.2
Property Value 12.5 45.8 37.5 4.2
Customer Base 16.7 25.0 54.2 4.2
Accessibility 12.5 20.8 62.5 4.2
Operating Costs 8.3 25.0 62.5 4.2
Taxes 8.3 37.5 37.5 16.7
Public Services 16.7 29.2 50.0 4.2
Employees 8.3 25.0 62.5 4.2
24) How would the following infrastructure developments impact your business 
in Jefferson Township?
(+) positive impact (0) no impact (-) negative impact
POS NEG NO NR
Sewer line expansion 33.3 12.5 50.0 4.2
Gas line expansion 29.2 8.3 58.3 4.2
Water line expansion 33.3 8.3 54.2 4.2
Increased street lighting 62.5 8.3 29.2 0.0
Road improvements 66.7 8.3 25.0 0.0
Streetscapping 66.7 4.2 25.0 4.2
Stronger zoning ordinances 33.3 16.7 50.0 0.0




Expanding 12.5 79.2 8.3
Renovating 25.0 66.7 8.3
New branch 0.0 91.7 8.3
Relocating 4.2 87.5 8.3
Closing 4.2 87.5 8.3
Selling 12.5 79.2 8.3 I
Other 0.0 91.7 8.3
2 NO RESPONSES FOR TUTS QUESTION
26) If you are  expanding, renovating, or opening a new b ran ch , w hat a re  the
three main reasons for this change?
Expand next year.
Renovating in 6 or 7 months.
Selling when I  find a good buyer.
Relocating, closing, or selling within one year.
Renovating this fall.
Renovating next year.
Renovating next 2 or 3 months.
Renovating in 2 weeks.
Expanding 1993.
Selling in 3 years.
Selling if price is right.
Expanding and renovating within 2 years.
27) If you are relocating, closing, or selling your business, what are the three 
main reasons for this change?
Want to retire.
Low sales and profits.
Competition.
Retiring.
28) If you are expanding,, renovating, or opening a new branch, how will you 
finance the investment?
O Personal Savings 
O Family and Friends 
O Financial Institutions 
O Government Programs
6 PEOPLE AT 100% 
NONE
2 PEOPLE AT 100% 
NONE
29) Are you familiar with enterprise zones?
O Yes 5 20.8%
O No 19 79.2%
O Yes 5 20.8%
O No 19 79.2%
Help businesses.
Provide property tax abatement.
Enables funds to be available for investment.
Improves to bottom line.
Wants tax abatements in township.
Increase job opportunities in the Township.




Would attract businesses. Tax disadvantage early on would be better in the long run.
31) Do you think Jefferson Township needs to develop a gateway into the 
commimity?
O No 4 27.4%
O Yes 19 82.6%
1 NO RESPONSE TO THIS QUESTION
Would give identity.
Draw more customers.
Would increase business for everyone.
Benefit all people entering community.
Beautify the community.
Entice customers.





Nicer more appealing area.
Increase property values.
Look a lot nicer.
Better than seeing junk yards.
More traffic.
Improves the look of the community.
Better image.
If that is what it takes for new business, we should do it.
Attractive community.
Enhance image of area.
Showing progress.
Keep other communities from annexing us. 
Beautify the neighborhood.
Better appearance.
We need wider streets to expand business.
To set territory boundaries.
Sense of identity.
Improve people’s outlook on the community. 





Easy access to business.
More attractive.
32) Where would you put the first gateway?
Route 35 15 62.5%
Route 4 3 12.5%
No Response 6 25.0%
Route 35 at Diamond Mill.
Route 35 along the strip.
Route 35 at Liscum (4 times).
Route 35 at Union (2 times).
Route 35 at Infirmary.
Route 35 at Olive.
Route 4 at Union.
Route 4 at Manning.
Route 4 at Soldiers Home.
33) Would you support the creation of a gateway if it resulted in:
Results in: check (%)
YES NO NR
1 Re-routed, traffic patterns ? 45.8 29.2 25.0
2 Stronger zoning ordinances ? (setbacks, sign size, etc.) 54.2 20.8 25.0
3 Street and lighting assessments ? 54.2 20.8 25.0
4 Personal building repair costs ? 37.5 33.3 29.2
5 Personal landscaping costs ? 33.3 37.5 29.2
6 Higher property taxes ? 16.7 58.3 25.0
34) Do you think Jefferson Township’s residents and citizens should create 
these organizations?
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 7 30.4%
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 9 39.1%
BOTH ORGANIZATIONS 6 26.2%
NEITHER ORGANIZATION 1 4.3%
1 NO RESPONSE FOR THIS QUESTION
Would you be interested in participating?
O Yes 16 69.6%
O No 7 30.4%
1 NO RESPONSE FOR THIS QUESTION
35) Would you participate in a if:
Would you participate if: check (%)
YES NO Nf<
1 You had to attend some meetings ? 62.5 16.7 20.8
2 Your personal involvement was needed for startup ? 58.3 16.7 25.0
3 There were membership fees ? 62.5 12.5 25.0
4 Your business competitors were members ? 66.7 12.5 20.8
36) Have you heard about the Economic Development Action Plan for Jefferson 
Township (EDAP 2000)?
O Yes 10 41.7%
O No 14 58.3%
37) How successful do you think EDAP 2000 will be for Jefferson Township?
O 1 Very successful 4 36.4%
O 2 Somewhat successful 6 54.5%
O 3 Not successful 1 9.1%
13 NO RESPONSES FOR THIS QUESTION
1 because business men need to come together.
1 because people will have more concern for the area.
1 available through mutual interest for all people.
1 because it is needed to keep business together.
2 not sure.
2 haven’t seen anything yet, needs to see something first.


















1 = sole proprietor
2 = partnership
3 = franchise
4 = privately held corporation
5 = publicly held corporation
6 = other
0 = no response
0 = own
1 = lease
9 = no response
no coding, only text
0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
actual percent for each area 
999 = no response
not enough data for question
actual number of employees for each year 
99 = no response
no coding, only text
actual number of employees for each category 
99 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes












9 = no response
actual number of employees in each area 
99 = no response
actual number of employees for each category 








9 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response 
no coding, only text
3 = excellent 
2 = good 
1 = fair 
0 = poor 
9 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes






















9 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
no coding, only text
no coding, only text
actual percentage financed 
999 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
0 = route 4
1 = route 35
9 = no response
0 = yes
1 = no
9 = no response
Question 34 0 = neither organization
1 = Community Development Corporation
2 = Chamber of Commerce
3 = both organizations 
9 = no response
0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
Question 35 0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
Question 36 0 = no
1 = yes
9 = no response
Question 37 1 = very successful
2 = somewhat successful
3 = not successful 
9 = no response
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D 2 5 9 Q1 1 P = 9F ULL91 MGT9b .'>60- — ___o 1.1 > FJti^xJaJLP ro_e «7 2 6 1 Q1 1 E = 5EULL91 OTHEB5a 2 6 2 Q1 1 5 =  9 P AET91 -PRO D *9 2 fn f, 1.1 X -  * O & RT.3_l_Sa_TX? q 3.....
10 2 6 4 Q11D= 9 PAET91 CLEE9
in 2 6 5 Q 1 1 V=9 PAHT9 1 MGT1
il2 ft f% n i i a =  '. p i r t 9jL..pro  f «
'13 z ^ m i M :2WIq 1 S i=7P A R T S l IO T H E B 3' S-\ :;14 268' 0 1 1 1 = 9 F U 1 I8 9  PROBQ
II5 9AQ ' ■ ■: ' ■ ■ n
lie 2 7 0 Q11 AA=9 FULL89 CLEE9
117
he
2 7 1 Q 11BB=9FULL89 MGT9
7 7 7 n.11 r r =  i fitt.t.R9 pj?o e «
119 2 7 3
-a
Q11DD=*FUIL8'9. OTHER «
:zo 2 7 4 01 1EE=*PAET89.  PBOD*\zv 7 YE nJ.1.T?P = » oa r t .R.9
!22 2 7 6 Q1 1 GG=1 PAET 89 CLEE9
:23
•24 2 7 77 7 ft
Q11 HH=* PAET89 MGT9 
fl1 1TT=»PARTR9 PJRO.F*
!25 2 7 9 Q 1 1 J J = » P A S T 8 9 ‘ OTHER9I2bb 2 : 8 0 : # 7 Q t 2 = 1PSOBLESS. HIEING EMPLOYEES 1=IES Q=NO 9=NE*12/ 7R.1 : : ' n 12 a = • protv laeor  it wav i t  T.a r t f  1 = y f s  0 - w n  9 = h e »
128i NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOB VAEIABLE Q12 HAS BEEN TBUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 ,!29
|30
j 2 8 2
2_83_
q 1 2 b =*PHOD LABOR LACKS SKILLS TRAINING 1=YES 0=NO
0.1.2 C= 9 PROD LABOR LACKS EXPERIENCE 1 = Y E S 0=NO 9 = N R 9
9=NR 9
131 NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOBfvAEIABLE. Q12B HAS BEEN TBUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 . 7
■32- 7 2 8 4 Q12D=*PE0D HIGH WAGE LEVELS 1 = Y E S 0 = N O  9= NR*
* 3 3 WOTF- T.a RFT. VALUE EOF 7ARTARLE 0 1 2 C  HAH RE EN TR T1NCA TED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
■34j 2 8 5 Q 1 2 E = ’ PROD OTHER 1 = YES 0=NO 9=NR9
;25| 2 8 6 Q 1 2 F = 9SALE LABOR UNAVAILABLE 1=YES 0=NO 9=NE9
'36j__28.7 , . 0 1 2 G = 9SALE LAROR LACKS SKTLLS TRAINING 1=YES 0=NQ H=NR 9
l37! 2 88 Q12H=9SALE LABOE LACKS EXPERIENCE 1=IESO P=N 039=NE
;39b  NOTE LABEL VALUE FOB VARIABLE Q12G HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
:3-I 2 A_9 __ 0 1 2 1 = 9BALE HIGH SAGE LEVELS 7 = YES• 0= NO 9= NE9 * ^  t
NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOE VARIABLE Q12H HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH o hd O •41 2 9  0 Q1 2 J=* SALE OTHER 1 = YES 0=NO 9=NR9
■ 29 1 0 1 2 K = 9.CT„ER LAROR TIN A V A TT.A RT.E 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR9
’ 2 9 2 Q 1 2 L = 9CLES LABOR LACKS SKILLS TRAINING 1 = I E S  0=NO
wf!Ch
’ 2 9 3 Q1 2 M=9CLER-L ABOR LACKS EXPERIENCE , 1 = YES 0=NO 9=NB
14!L. NAT P » LARRT. VAT-nE FOR V^RTARLE0Q12L HflS REEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH o f  aO.
!4f; 2 9 4 Q12 N= 9 CLEE HIGH SAGE LEVELS 1=YES 0=NO 9 = N E 9
f i4"’ NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q12M HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH »
O-j.o
|4f8 - 2 9  5 0 1 2  0 = 9 CLER OTHER 1 = YES 0 = NO 9 = NR9
(4!3 2 9 6 Q l2 P = 9 MANG LABOR UNAVAILABLE 1=YES D=NO 9=NR*
t |5(3 2 9 7 Q12Q=’ MANG LABOR LACKS SKILLS TRAINING 1 = I E S  0=NO
PQIIm
151_ 2 a a _ . 0 1 2 R = 9 MANG T.AROR L ACKS EYPERTRNCE 1 = YES 0 = NO 9 = NR9i "■55'




3! 2 9 9 Q 1 2 S = 9 MANG HIGH W ACR LEVELS 1 = YES 0=NO 9=NR»
1__N-0.TE4- T.a -R FT. VAT. FPR EOR VA RT ARTE 01 2 R HAS RF RN TRflNCATFTT TO A T.FWGTH OF 40_;55 3 0 0 Q1 2T= * MANG OTHER 1=YES 0=N0 9=NR 9k 15 
i.5 3 0 1  : Q12 U=9 PROF LABOR UNAVAILABLE 1 = YES 0=NO 9=NR9b .. 3  0l2  ... 01 ?V= » PROF T.AROR LACKS SKTT.T.S TRAINING 1 = YF.S 0 = NO . 9 = NR_*____






VALUE FOB VARIABLE Q12V HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
Q 1 2 X = 8PROF HIGH WAGE LEVELS ,1= YES 0=  NO 9=NR*
V.JT.n.P._J?ilR_JLSJ?T.aRT..F P,1 HfiS RREN TR fTVr 1 TFH TO 1 T.FNRTH OR UD
3 0 5
3 0 6
^ 7  __
Q1 2 Y ="PROF OTHER 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR*
Q 1 2 Z = ' OTHR LABOR UNAVAILABLE 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR"
0 1 9 1 1 = 1  nTfLR—IJSJRnR . TACK^ =!KT.J l r _ TR ITWTNC 1 =  Y ES . . 0=NO 9=NR»




' - Q l2 B B = »OTMSLABORffiiRiCKS • E l P E a i E H C E S = ^ S ^ = N ^ 3 = M R V ^ i ^ . ^ : ^ r  
P A L  U E ? : ; - ? 0 : i l V A R f S  BEEN TR U N C A TE D plI® .^
_.............. n i 2 rrs.«.o.*pjRSLJiTGii..mart? t . f v f i . s  . i = y r s  n=wo 9 = h r *
NOTE:
3 1 0 '
7 1 1
LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q12BB HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .  
Q12DD=» OTHR OTHER 1 = I E S  0=NO 9 = NR*
n 1 R— ? T35HRT ERR . HTFTSC .TPFFCT^nN TnUH^HTP FaPT.O 'fFF^  7 = YFR
f 3 ; :l 3 l l  
ffiNOTEl: 
- 0 4 3 ----- :
L I B E L
i l l i p Q  T;4 i ;=*:NUMBE K ; OFY: EM PioYEES-3 T:n | J  EFFERS 0 N Y TO M SH IB  * : | | | p | ;
IVALUE': F O B :-V A R iA B L E f'Q lB ^ffi^ fS B E E N l^ iB H C A T E D P Q i:pH E N 3^T ali5E Y ^0 * 




3 1 6  1 
3 4 3 -
LABEL VALUE FOB VARIABLE Q14A HAS BEEN TRUNCATED 
Q1 4C = *NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES ELSEWHERE' 
JL&LSE-.g&B—V3LSXA&LE Q14P HAS BEEN TRnNCLTEJX
TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
TO A LENGTH OF 40-
o 1 5 a= 9 n u m b e r ;
Q 1 5 B = ®  N U M B E R ; 
Q i5c^-ism a£R -
E IC R L L E N T -^S K IIX S lL E  VEL'  
GOOD S K IL L S  LEVEL3 
-AVERAGE-SRIX-LS-UEVEU___
3 1 8




Q1 5 F=4 NU-M-BER-
BELOl AVERAGE SKILLS LEVEL" 
POOR SKILLS LEVEL'
-EXCELLENT—ABILITY TO TJSJLRiL!-
I 3 2 1  
I 3 2 2  
'— 3 2 3 -
Q 1 .5 6=*NUMBER GOOD ABILITY TO LEARN"
Ql5H= "NUMBER AVERAGE ABILITY TO LEARN"
Q1 5 1~"NUMBER-BELOW AVER AGE-ABX1 IT  Y. TO LEARJJ
3 24  
3 2 5










Q1 5H=*NUMBER AVERAGE PUNC TUALTIY " 
Ql5N=»NUMBEfi BELOW AVERAGE PUNCTU AL IT  Y • 
Q150=" I  US BE RAPQOS—P-UNCT-UAITTY *_____________
I 3 3 0
'i 331
I 33.2-








-3 3 5 -
Q 1.5S=»NUMBER BELOW AVERAGE ABSENTEEISM* 
Q15T=* NUMBER POOR ABSENTEEISM" 
n1 517=* N f l S R E R  E T C F T . T . F N T  C O O P E R  A T T O N  *
3 3 6
3 3 7
3 3 -8 -
Q15 V = ' NUMBER 
Q1 5 W=" N UMBE R 
Q1 5 X=J-NII M B E R
GOOD COOPERATION"
AVERAGE COOPERATION"
BET.OW AVERAGE COO P F.R ft T I P N *
3 3 9
3 4 0  
-3-44-
Q15Y="NUHBER POOR COOPERATION"
Q15Z=* NUMBER EXCELLENT. QUALITY OF WORK* 




Q15BB=" NUMBER AVERAGE QUALITY OF WORK' 
Q15CC="NUMBER BELOW QUALITY OF WORK*
Q1 5 D-D -̂?-NUMBER POOR-.QUALITY OF WORK" .
3 4 5
3 4 6







F U L !  PROD 1= YES 0=NO 9 - NR 
FULL SALES 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR 





3 5 2  
.3.53
Q1 6 D='





FULL MANGT 1=YES 0=NO 9=NE' 
FULlJ^PROF 1= YES 0= NO 9= NR" 
EUT. T.  O T H E R  1 =  Y R S  Q = N O  9 =  NR *
Q1 6 G = 'I N C R EA SE PART PROD 1=YES 0=NO 9 = NR' 
Q1 6 H=* INCREASE PART SALES 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR * 




Q1 6 K - ' I  NCREASE PAST PROF 1 = IES 0=NO 9=NR* v . v :.- 
016L= ^NCREASE'fPABI OTHER 1=YES 0-NO 9=NR®
. : ....m  fiTLP-T-gJ? 1̂ .1? PTT7T = A=Mn:R=WT)l
3 5 8
3 5 9  
i  fin
Q16N= ' DECR EASE FULL SALES 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR'  
Q160=*DECREASE FULL CLER 1=YES 0 = NO 9=NR* 
m  fiT>= « ni?rB?.aq p p m  7 h awcT 1- y p s  0=nn  9=f?p »
3 6 1  i
3 6 2  i
3 fi 3
Q16Q =’ DECREASE FULL PROF 1-XES 0=NO 9= NR* . :




Q16T= 'DECREASE PART SALES 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR* 
Q1 6 U='DECREASE PART CLES 1=YES 0=NO 9 = NR5 




Q 1 6 S = ^ I c S E 1 S e S p A S T .0= T O i t = W  
Q16 X=;*:D;ECSEAS eIIpaRT OT:pER^|1=TES^ 0 = 1 0 7 9 = 1 1 3 




Q17 B='PROPERTY TAXES 1=POS 0=NEG 2=SO 9=NR» 
Q17C = 'SUPPLIER COSTS 1 = POS 0= NEG NO 9=NR*
A n n - f T ^ K T i n . r n ^ ’T'  ̂ 1-Dn<? ft^upn ? = i n  Q=ktp «
^ ! 3 7 3 l l l
3 7 4
r s a w
l l l l ! f 0 ' 1 7 E = 9 TRANSPORTATION COSTS 1=P0S 0 = NEG 2=N0:;'9= NS« 
F= »HAINTENANCE- COSTS'. 1 =POS G=Ne | 7 2 = N O  9 = NR* -
-ff&.TTn? .PAP_jr_j75TBRT.i? n3 i7.T5_-.H» «5 r p p h  T p n u m T p n  TO a T.PSCTH FLV HO______■"it -lurb~
3 75  
3 7 6
wot-p • T -l 1R V l.
'i —Ck X* «U? ± » JUL 4̂ -fc, ^   ̂ M W' at-r W w --........ - ...... .
Q1 7 G= * PROPERTY INSURANCE COSTS 1=POS 0=NEG 2 = NO 9=NR*
Q 1 8 = SJEFFERSON TOWNSHIP LOCATION AN ADVANTAGE 1=YES 0=NO





Q20 A= 3FIRE 3 = EXCELLENT 2 = 5 0 0 D 1=FAXB 0=POOR 9= NR*
VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q18 HAS BEEN TRUNCATED" TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 -  
---- :—  Q20 3= f PQH-CE—3=-S£-GSX-EN-T—3=CgQI> ;1^FATR._;Q=gnOR:-9=mi_-- : ..
NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q20A HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 -  
3 7 9  Q20 C= * DAYTON WATER 3= EXCELLENT 2=GOOD 1=PAIB 0=POOR 9=NR'
; NOTE: LABFT VALUE FOP. VARIABLE Q2 0 B HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH n F 4 0 -  
j 3 8 0  020  D=' JT WATER 3=  EXCELLENT 2=GOOD 1=FAIR 0=POOR 9= NR*
! NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q20C HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
1=FAIR—0=PCOR-a=-NR.i-- .
! NOTE
! 3 8 2  
! NOTE:
: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q2QD HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .  
Q20F= * GAS 3=EXCELLENT 2=GOOD 1=FAIB 0=POOR 9=NR*
LABEL VALUE FOR-VARX-AB-LE—Q20E HAS BEEN TR 0 N C AT ED—TD-JuLEN-GT-H.. 0 F—M-Q.-
\€ 3 m m
i NOTE:
IS IllliillllllS i|320 ;-G = ^E L E C T R IC f|3= E X K E L E E N ;T :::-2=G00 D 1 = F A I R !' 0 =PO0 S 9=NE* ' ; 




;j 3 8 6  
;j NOTE
LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q20G HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
Q 2 0 I =  'WASTE DISPOSAL 3= EXCELLENT 2=GOOD 1=FAIR 0=POOR 9 = NR*
■V-AL-UE FOR -V-ARXABXE—Q2-Q&- BAS—BE-EK—T RDNCAT-ED—TIL-A—LEH-G.TJ—Q.F 4 0 . _____
IQ20 J= * PUBLIC TRANS 3=EXCELL ENT 2=GOOD 1=FAIR 0=POOR 9= NR • 
:feLA;B:EL-#ALUE:i:;;FOR; V A H I A B l J i^ 2 ^ ® i ^ |^ E E N i T R D N C A T E .D :  :TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
-̂ 3^TR_SET-^L i a HTIN-G -3=EXCELL ENT 2=  GOOP 1 = F ATft 0 = P r ,OR —-g 20-K s
NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR 
3 8 8  Q21A=
-84T-E LALEL—VAL-UE—P-0 £ -
\ 3 8 9
3 9 0
'-3 9 1-
VARIABLE Q20J  HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .  
'F IR E  NEEDS ATTENTION 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR'
VARIABLE Q20K HAS BEEN TBUNCAT.E.D . T.O-A LENGTH- 0 ? 4H.
Q 21 B= 
Q21C=
-02-lRs.
' P O L I C E  AJEEDS||ATp^NTION:f I^YES O^NO :9=NR• A 7  
'  DAYTON WATERNEEDS ATTENTION 1 = YES 0=NO 9=NR* 
i_.1T WATER-NEERS—A T T E R T im L _l=YF.S D=NO 9=NP«






VARIABLE Q21C HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 40. 
'SEWER NEEDS INTENTION 1=YES 0 = NO 9= NR*
M F P n q  A T T E  N T T  ON 1 = Y F S  0 =  MO Q= lKRJ
3 9 4
3 9 5  
-3-9R-
Q21G='ELECTRIC NEEDS ATTENTION 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR*
Q21H='ROADS NEEDS ATTENTION 1=YES 0=NO 9 = NR* 
n 7 1T='BA.STE DISPOSAL. NEEDS ATTENTION 1=YES Q=NO 9=NP»
NOTE: 
39 8
LIBEL VALUE POE VARIABLE Q 21I  HAS BE EM TRUNCATED TO A  LENGTH OF 40 ,
Q21K= * STREET LIGHTING NEEDS ATTENTION 1=1 ES 0=N 0  9 = B B !





Q22A = 9ROUTE 3 5  IMPACT ON SALES 1 = POS 0=NEG 2=NO 9=NR'
VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q21K HAS BEEN TR ONCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 -





VA1UE . FOB VARIABLE Q22A HAS BEEN T3DlCA:T£:D ?:m  X- XENGTHBOEiSi'OLll 
' ■ "Q22C=®ROOTS 3 5  IMPACT OS COST XAS Efll^B O SSD ^
-JUXIU?—EdB—ZARXXBLE—QBXB—HJLS—ELEJEH—TlLIiIIOJXR_0_T.fI-. A—T3LNi-LI3iB_ O F 40  L
4 0 2
NOTE;
- 4 0 3 —
Q22D= *ROUTE 3 5  IMPACT ON ACCESSIBILITY 1=POS 0 = NEG 2=NO 9=H 
LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q22C HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
L=l_BIlIIT£-35-3LH£AIIT_O.N...r.OST.S 1 = POS_Q=iEEfl-J2=iaLfl . 9=>f R8_g22E^
;:n o t :e
4 0 4  ;
■LABEL:: VALUE::|FOR::TARIABLE®22;DSlHi:SiBEMXTRUNCATED‘ 'TO vALUNGTHiSCFi^O;, 
J i r X S i 2 2 F = 8 R0U TE#35;3M M cTl;ittlr^TA X ES; ;1=PG S:0=NEG  ■2=NO;:9.=iNB:,l i l  
BQXF3—LA-BXL— VILRXAB1YE—Q-2XE-^A-EL—BEBti—TRI3JSiIATE--?.)-—Tf).- A ... L E ^ ilT f l i l jM M i
4 0 5
NOTE;
4 -0 6 —
Q22G=*ROUTE 3 5  IMPACT ON SERVICES 1=POS 0=NEG 2=NO 9=NR* 
LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q22F HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 40 =
3=lRIlD JTE-35_II!m C3LXLIL_Ra£IILm ^ 1 = PQS 0=NEG 2=NO 9=NR>^223=
■LSBEL;- VALUEi:E0R2VASIABLE;-Q22CXHAS?;“B E E r :TSUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 , 
Q23A=8LANDFILL IMPACT ON SALES 1= POST' 0= NEG; 2=NO 9=N Er ’■ • 
N-O-T-E-t—XA3XL—EAXBE -FOR ,..V ARXA3L£-Q22H—HAS...,.B£E N -^& m C IT E IL 3!0-A -I.F .N G TH OE_4IL




4 3 -9 —
Q23B=’ LANDFILL IMPACT ON PROP VALUE 1 = POS Q = NEG 2=N0 9=NR* 
LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q23A HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
' —  * T-S MTiF_T-TJL—TJiP.ACT ON OUST RASE l = POS 0 =  NEG 2 =NO 9=NR»-0230
NOTE
4 1 0
LABEL VALUE FOR: VARIABLE Q23B HAS BEENITRUNCATED TO A IB N G T H aO Fl^O lX  Y 
Q23D=*LANDFILL IMPACT ON ACCESSIBILITY 1=POS 0=HEG 2=NO 3=HB 




Q23E=’ LANDFILL IMPACT ON COSTS 1=POS 0= NEG 2=NO 9=NH*
: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q23D HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
- ’ L A ilD F im L M P A C T -O N  TAXES 1 = 2 0 5 - 0=  NEG- 2= NO 9 = NRV-Q.2 3 F-S
LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q23ElBAS:iBEEH4TRUNCATED: TO A:-:LENGTHiOF|4U4; 
$23G=* LANDFILL IMPACT 0 1  SERVICES 1 = P O S : 0 =  NEG ^2=N&S9=NE s'; 





- 4 1 5
LABEL
Q23H='LANDFILL IMPACT ON EMPLOYEES 1=POS 0=NEG 2=NO 9=NR‘ 
VALUE FOE VARIABLE Q23G HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
1 4 A = * SF.¥ER T.TNE EXPANSION 1=POS 0= NEG 2= NO 9=NR»____________-42J
NOTE
4 1 6  ■;
VALUE. FOR VARIABLE Q23H HAS BEEN TR UNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 ,  
Q24B=*GAS LINE EXPANSION 1 = POS 0 = NEG 2 = NO 9=NR*
V A T.T7E FOR V A RTABT.E Q24 ft HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
Q24C='WATER LINE EXPANSION 1 = P0S 0= NEG 2= NO 9=NR'
Q24 D='INCREASED STREET LIGHTING 1=POS 0=NEG 2=NO 9= NR' 
■UE-mS—V-AR.IABXE—Q2-4C_HAB-JBEEN- T RUNCATED TO A . I.EN GT±LQ_F 4Q_.
Q24E=' ROAD IMPROVEMENTS 1=POS 0=NEG 2=NO 9=NR»
VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q24D HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .  
:______ n ? a p - 9BTREETscaPTNG t= p o s  Q=ne g  2=no 9 = nr *
XA3EL-
Q24G='STRONGER ZONING ORDINANCES 1 = POS 0= NEG 2=NO 9=NR• 
Q25A=* EXPANDING 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR*




' r e n o v a t i n g ;
= *NEW BRANCH
-Q25D=1R-EI.-0CATXM4L
1-YES 0=N0 9=NR' 
1 =  YES 0= NO 9= NR9 
4=X ES 0= N0 9 = NR 1
! 4 2 6  
| 4 2 7  




'CLOSING 1 =YES 0 = NO 9= NR * 
•SELLING 1=YE39 0=NO 9=NR*
'O T H E R  1 =  Y E S  0  =  ND 9 =  NR '____
4 29  





•PERCENT FINANCED PERSONAL SAVINGS'  
•PERCENT FINANCED FAMILY AND FRIENDS'  
'PERCENT FINANCED INSTITUTIONS'
4 3 2 Q28D='PERCENT FINANCED GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS'
! 4 33 ; Q 2 3 = 3 FAMILIAR S lX f l  ENTERPRISE ZONES 1=IBS U=NO 9= H B S
I . 4 3 4 . , -  Q 3 0 = , JT SHOULD' CBEATE;; 'ESTEBPHIZE ZONE 1=IES 0=  NO 9=N.R«
1— &OTE-S— LAB-BL— V-AIU-E— F O B — V-ARXA-BLB— 029— S A B TQ-A— L-ENG TH_Hg. toO „
| 4 3 5  Q 31 = • JT SHOULD DEVELOP GATE0AX 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR»
j NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOE VARIABLE Q30 HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
m f i  _ .......n^L?=» where Tn pnT l - R O U T E ^  Q=fjp i
S h o t s  ;:CL'ABEiy;p;Lt?:Efi^
iyN OT:BsX ^A B'Eiy% l;U EB?dR S T A i i i l i a P g i 3 2 l f i ^ ^  '
1 4 3 8  Q33B='SUPPORT I F  STRONGER ZONING 1 = IE S  0=N0 9=NR*
'! NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q33 A HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
'I— 43  9. . —  ..........nXAxssLi-sium oBT-X^ i=Y-ps_fl=NO q=NR«_........................
!| H O X E i n T A B M iv M S i iF O i g f i i i M
5L -W lL L L - iL I -Ll ; y y ^ ^  _
1 4 4 2  Q33F='SUPPORT IF HIGHER PROP TAXES 1=YES 0=NO 9=NR'
7| NOTE; LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q33E HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
B!— 4-4-i------------------------------- Q34-A=^JT—S A 0C iD -C R E 42-E -4= X D C -2sC ^ ^ B E S —3 sS a m _ Q = N O _ S = N X i____
9| aOTE::."
1S-H O g^__L A ^E L L¥A§TOy FQS'-VARlABLBn Q3:y ^ ^
2! 4 4 5  Q35A=* PARTICIPATE I F  ATTEND MEETINGS 1=YES 0=N0 9=NR»
3! 4 4 6  Q35B=* PARTICIPATE I F  PERSONAL INVOLVE 1 = I E S  0=NO 9=NR»
4̂ _N G T E 4--L ^ -iX -^ A-LCTE--F-aR -j f-ARIA B L E -jQBSA-H AS-aEBLJER ON CA TED -TO--A— LEHG-XB—Q F -4H .____
5lr 447 .  Q3 5C=*PASTICIPATE I E  HEHBERSHXB-FEESS 1=YES 0 = 1 0  9 =N R 9 . ;
6j NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q35B HAS BEES ;TRUNCATED. .TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .  :
7i—4-4 8-------------------Q3-5D^-XP-1BTICI-PA-XB— IF —C O M P E T I T ORS^ HEMBERS -1=YES D=NQ. 9 = MRi :
s! NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q35C HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
J 4 4 9  Q36='HEARD ABOUT EDAP2000 1 = YES 0=NO 9 = HR'
°l- NOTE: IAB-EXr—VALUE-^OR—V-AJtXABLJE—Q35-P—HAS—.BEEN TRUN-CATED. .TO A LENGTH—CLE_4jCL,____
’i 4 5 0  Q 37= 'H O I SUCCESSFUL EDAP2000 1=VERI 2=S0ME 3= NOT 9=NR» ; :
1 NOTE: LABEL VALUE FOR VARIABLE Q37 HAS BEEN TRUNCATED TO A LENGTH OF 4 0 .
1 NOTE: THE IN FILE IN I S :
l5i DSNAME=FAJZD. JEFF-  DATA,
l6L__--:, :, _̂  - U N L T ^ 3 B O ^ O L UNE=ACRTQ,I^D^P=SHRyBLKSIZE=3.25Qur   ... „ ___ ^ . ...... . . ... .
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“ | 7 4  7
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7 5 5  LOCATICN*C24C
-755---------------b0C-A75-e^C-24D
757 LCCATICN*C24E
7 5 8  LCCATJCN*C24F
-7 5 9  :-------- — te5A-Ti5Ar^e54-&-
760 ;T Y P E «029
761 Q3^Q29
7 5 2 --------------- TYP£ » ft3 e-
7 6 3  ■ G2«Q30
7 6 4  TYPE<=Q21
7 6 5   r - t e e m € N * $ 3 i —
1 6 6  TYPE<=<224A
:;7 6 7  ■ LOCATICN*C34A
"760     ■
769 TYPE$Q24B
770 LOCATICN*C34B
\ 771----------- - G3^ Q34B7---------- -̂-------—-------— —--------
NOTES FOR TABLE* LOCATION IN PRINT FILE? SEE 
PAGE 1-0 FOR TYPE 
:---- --PAGE-10 ■FOR LOCATION --------------
PAGE 1 0  FOR TYPE^CTS 
PAGE 1 1  FOR L0CA7ICM*Q18 
-PAGE- -11- -F 0 R 7 ~-¥-PH» C20A— —
PAGE 1 2  FOR TYPE«C20B 
PAGE 1 3  FOR TYPE9C20C
-P-A-GE—14- FOR TYPE*C20D
PAGE 1 5  FOR TYPE2C20E 
PAGE 1 6  FOR TYPE*C20r
-PAGE-17 FOR T-YP£* S2 S 5 -
PAGE 1 8  FOR TYPE*G20H 
PAGE 1 9  FOR TYPEPC20I  
-PAGE 2 0  FOR TYPE<=G20J-
PAGE 21  FOR TYPE$C20K 
PAGE 21  FOR LOCATIGN^QZOA 
P AGE 2 2  FOR - LQCATJCN»Q20&-
P AGE 2 2  FOR LOCATIGN^Q2OC 
PAGE 2 3  FOR L0CA7IGNSQ20D  
-PAGE 2 3  FOR- LOCATIGN^OEOE-U 0! 
| !«1: PAGE 24 FOR L0CAT3CN*Q20F PAGE 2 4  FOR LCCATICN*Q20G 
-PAGE 2 5  FOR LGGAT-EGN̂ E O H
PAGE 2 5  FOR LOCATION^Q20I 
PAGE 2 6  FOR LGCATICN*Q20J 
PAGE 2 6  FOR - LOGATTOP^GEGK-
PAGE 2 7  FOR TYP5*C22A  
PAGE 2 8  FOR TYPE*C22B 
-P AGE 2 9  FOR TYPE»G£-2C-
PAGE 3 0  FOR TYPE<=C22D 
PAGE 3 1  FOR TYPE*C22E 
P A C E  3 2  F E R TYPE^C22F
PAGE 2 3  FOR TYPE«C22G
PAGE 3 4  FOR 7YPE-C22H 
P AGE 34  F0 P -LPC-ATT-EN^-Q-2-2A- 
PAGE 2 5  FOR L0CATICN-Q22B 
PAGE 2 5  FOR L0CA7ICN*Q22C  
PAGE - 3 6  P E R - L0C- ATICRP-G2GB-
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PAGE 3 8  FOR TYPE*C23A 
! PAGE 3 9  FOR TYPE*C23B
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PAGE 5 2  FOR TYPE*Q24D
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PAGE 5 5  FOR TYPE*C24S
o a  o -tr  e t r  i r n o  i  n r  A T JT f t M * h o / ; i :: ;'-
! • f  JH 'U 1_ fC J T v
|2J PAGE 5 6  F O R  1 0 € A T 3 0 N * Q 2 4 B
f \  PAGE 5 6  F O R  LCCATIGN*Q24C ' '
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PAGE 5 8  FOR LCCATICN*Q24F
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PAGE 6 0  FOR G3*Q29
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PAGE 6 2  FOR Q3*Q3C  
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